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The aim of this paper is to present simple methods to study certain relations 
between the p-blocks of a finite group G and the p-blocks of a subgroup H of G. 
By using these tools, we can find some properties of rhe “Brauer correspondence” 
of blocks, and generalize in a simple way some results of Isaacs and Scott [2]. 
NOTATION 
Let K be a field of characteristic zero, complete for a discrete valuation, 
with valuation ring A and residual field k. We assume that A is a principal 
ideal domain, whose maximal ideal is generated by V, and that k is of charac- 
teristic p > 0. We suppose that K is “big enough” for all the finite groups 
we will consider. I,et G be a finite group. The algebra of G on K (resp. A, k) 
is denoted by KG (resp. AG, kG); its center is denoted by ZKG (resp. ZAG, 
ZkG). We denote by S,(G) a system of representatives of isomorphism classes 
of irreducible KG-modules. If XE S,(G), its character is xx, and wx is the 
corresponding algebra morphism from ZKG to K, defined by wx(a) = 
xx(a)/xx(l) for every a in ZKG. The morphism wx sends ZAG into A, and 
we denote by wx the composition of the restriction of wx on ZAG by the natural 
morphism A - k. 
A block of G is a primitive idempotent of ZAG. If e is a block of G and if 4 
is a class function from G to A, the function e CJ is defined by the formula 
(e . d)(s) = 4(es) for s in G. We denote by S,(G, e) the set of elements of S,(G) 
associated with e: for XE S,(G, e), we have e . xx = xx, and for X6 S&G, e) 
we have e . xx = 0. 
1. GENERALITIES 
1.1. The Maps Brz and Trs 
Let G be a finite group and H be a subgroup of G. The maps 
Brz : ZKG - ZKH and Trs : ZKH - ZKG 
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are defined by the formulas 
for every x = c x(s)s E ZKG, 
SEC 
Tr&v) = 1 s-lys for every y E ZKH. 
seGmodH 
The following properties of Brg and Trg are easy to verify: 
(PI) If OL is a class function from G to K, then 010 Tri = / G : H 1 Resg 01, 
(P2) If /3 is a class function from H to K, then 6 0 Brz = 
(111 G : H I) Indi ,8. 
(F) (“Frobenius property”) If x EZKG (resp. y E ZKH), let x(l) 
(resp. y(l)) be the coefficient of x (resp. y) on 1 in its decomposition on the 
natural basis of ZKG (resp. ZKH). Then 
(x T&W) = I G : H KY B&W). 
1.2. First Applications 
Let e (resp. f) be a block of G (resp. H). The following proposition results 
from (Pl) and (P2) (Sect. 1.1): 
PROPOSITION 1.2.1. 
(a) For YE S,(H), w,(Brg(e)) = (e * Indg xr)(l)/l G : H 1 ~~(1). 
(b) For X E &(Gh ~x(T&fN = I G : H Kf . Resii x~Xl)lx~(l). 
Remark 1.2.2. Since wx (resp. wy) sends ZAG (resp. ZAH) into A, it 
follows from this proposition that for all e, f, X, Y, the quotients 
(e . InGi x~)U)/l G : H I x141) and I G : H Kf . R&i xd(l)lx~U) 
are local integers. 
COROLLARY 1.2.3. (a) S pp u ose that there exists X0 E S&G, e) such that 
Resg X0 is associated with f. Then whenever X is in S,(G, e) andf’ is a block of H 
I G : H l(f’ * Re& xx)(l)lxx(l) = I G : H I %,,f modulo p 
(where 6,) ,f is the Kroneker symbol). 
(b) Suppose that there exists Y, E S,(G, f) such that Inds Y,, is associated 
with e. Then whenever Y is in S,(H, f), and e’ is a block of G, 
(e’ - Indii x~>(l>/l G : H I XYU) = &,, modulo p. 
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(a) By the assumption, we have wr,(Trg(f’)) L= [ G : H 1 6,,,, , and 
wx, = wx for X in &(G, e), hence assertion (a). 
(b) The proof is similar. 
Remark 1.2.4. The assumption of assertion (a) (resp. (b)) of Corollary 1.2.3 
is trivially verified for a certain f (resp. e) if Resg X,, (resp. Indz Y,,) is 
irreducible. 
In the case where e is the principal block of G, X,, the trivial representation 
of G, andf the principal block of H, assertion (a) of Corollary 1.2.3 is Theorem B 
of [2]. 
2. SOME PROPERTIES OF Brj!j AND Trs 
2.1. The Images of Radicals 
If e (resp. f) is a block of the group G (resp. of the subgroup H), we denote 
by d(e) (resp. d(f)) the defect of e (resp. f): pd@) (resp. pd(f)) is the greatest 
power of p dividing all the numbers 1 G I/xx(l) for XE S,(G, e) (resp. 
I H IIxdl) for YE &(Kf)). 
PROPOSITION 2.1 .l. (a) If d(e) < d(f) (resp. d(e) < d(f)), then 
f B&eJPG)) CfJW-9 (resp. f Br$(eZAG) C fJ(ZAH)). 
(b) If d(e) 3 d(f) (resp. d(e) > d(f)), then 
e Tri(fJ(ZAH)) C eJ(ZAG) (resp. e T&fZAH) C eJ(ZAG)). 
If LY. is a class function from G to K, we denote by 01% the element of ZKG 
defined by cy* = ‘j& OI(S-i)s. Similarly, if /3 is a class function from H to K, 
we put p* = CtpH P(t-r)t. Thus we have Bri(a*) = (Resz E)* and Trg(/3*) = 
(Indjj 8)“. Now let us denote by 1, (resp. If;) the A-submodule of ZAG (resp. 
of ZAH) generated by the xx* for XE S,(G, e) (resp. by the xy* for 
YE S&G, f)). So we have f Br,!#,) C1, and e T&l,) C1, , and Proposition 
2.1.1 will result from the following lemma: 
LEMMA 2.1.2. Let G be a Jinite group and let e be a block of G of defect d(e). 
(a) I, is an ideal in ZAG, and eZAG CJ+(~)I, ; 
(b) eJ(ZAG) = (vp~p-~(~)I,) n ZAG. 
If XE S,(G), we denote by e, the primitive idempotent of ZKG associated 
with X. Then e, = (xx(l)/] G /)xX*. We denote by Z,AG the A order generated 
by the e,: we have Z,AG = &,(c) Ae, . 
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(a) As e,~$ = Ejx,x,xx*, 1, is an ideal in Z,AG. As ZAG C Z,,AG, it 
follows that I, is an ideal in ZAG. We have e = &K(C,e) e, ; as pd(“)(xX( 1)/i G 1) 
is an integer, we see that for every X in S,(G, e), pdce)er ~1, , hence that 
pd@‘eZAG C I, . 
(b) We have J(eZAG) = eZAG n J(eZ,,AG), and J(eZ,AG) = reZ,AG, 
so J(eZAG) = eZAG n reZ,AG. As eZ,AG CP-~@)I, , we have J(eZAG) C 
(~pp-~(~)I,) n ZAG. I t suffices to prove that eZAG $! ~p-~@)l, . Let X0 E S,(G, e) 
be an element of height zero. Then wx,(xx*) = (I G I/x~,(~))S,~,~ and 
wx (z@(~)IJ 0 = nA, hence e $ ~++@)1~ . 
2.2. A Kind of Duality 
If e is a block of the finite group G, we denote by w, the morphism from 
ZAG to k associated with e; if X E S,(G, e), we have w, = wx. 
If h E A, we denote by x the image of h in k, and by (h)li the greatest power 
of r dividing h. 
LEMMA 2.2.1. Let e be a block of G. Let a = CsEG a(s)s E eZAG such that 
a(s) = 0 if s is not p-regular. Then 
41) w,(a) = - . 
41) 
There exist X E A and j E eJ(ZAG) such that a = he + j. By [l], we have 
(j(l)), > (e(l)), . Hence X = (a(l)/e(l)) mod r. 
PROPOSITION 2.2.2. Let G be a Jinite group, and let H be a subgroup of G. 
Let e (req. f) be a block of G (req. H). Let us put h(e, f) = I G : H If (1)/e(l). 
(a) If d(e) 2 d(f ), then h(e, f) E A, and wdQ%f )) = h(e, f) 4J%2e)). 
(b) If d(e) < d(f), then X(e, f )%A, and q@-;(e)) = h(e,f)-lw,(Trz(f).) 
If d(e) > d(f), it results from [l] that h(e, f) E A. From Lemma 2.2.1, 
we see that w,(TrE(f)) is the image through the projection on k of 
(e T&f))(lMl). F rom the Frobenius formula ((F) in Sect. l.l), we deduce 
that 
(e T&F))(l) = 1 G : H I (f B&e))(l) = h(e, f) (f Br%e))(l) 
41) 41) f(l) 
and the assertion (a) results from Lemma 2.2.1 applied to f. 
The proof of assertion (b) is similar. 
COROLLARY 2.2.3. Suppose that d(e) = d(f). Then WJTrs(f)) # 0 if and 
only if q(Brg(e)) # 0. 
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3. APPLICATION TO THE BRAUER CORRESPONDENCE 
Let e (resp. f) be a block of G (resp. H). One says that f has a correspondent 
fG in G (resp. that fG = e) if wf 0 Brs is an algebra morphism from ZAG 
to K (resp. if q 0 Br$ = w,). 
Since ‘&f B&e’) = f ( w h ere the sum is taken over all the blocks of G), 
we have 
LEMMA 3.1. Let f be a block of H and e be a block of G. Then f G is defined 
and equal to e if and only if the following conditions are satis$ed: 
(1) f B&WAG)) CJWAH); 
(2) whenever e’ is a block of G da&rent from e, then 
f Brg(e’) E J(ZAH). 
Remark 3.2. From the first assertion of Proposition 1.2.1, we can deduce 
the following well-known property: 
If fG = e, then for every Y in S,(H, f) we have 
(e * Indg xr)(l)/l G : H 1 ~(1) + 0 modulo p. 
Now the following proposition results from Corollary 2.2.3 and Proposi- 
tion 1.2.1(b): 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let e and f be respectively blocks of G and H. Assume that 
fo = e, and that d(e) = d(f). Then for every X in S,(G) we have 
1 G : H [(f ’ Resg xX)(1)/xX(l) + 0 modulo p. 
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